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Welcome! 
Coaches welcome to MiSA (or Magellan Soccer as we are commonly known).  MiSA is an organization of 

professional coaches, current and past, who have coached in Europe, the US and South America at the highest 

levels.  We believe in the lost art of Total Football, originally pioneered by the Dutch, but taken up by the likes of 

Germany, Spain and France as of late.  Total Football believes that at the entry levels of the sport, kids want to 

have fun and gain a sense of pride by being able to contribute to the team.  These will be our guiding principles 

in developing these young adventure seekers.  Should kids ever want to progress, this level is often seen as the 

“engine” for everything else that is to come.  If you do nothing more than get the kids to fall in love with the 

beautiful game in these early years, you have succeeded! Along the way in these early years, we will begin the 

process of becoming a Total Footballer as long as we don’t risk the passion mentioned above.  A Total Footballer 

is the ultimate competitor.  They can play multiple positions, well.  They can solve systemic problems in multiple 

formations.  They can solve tactical problems in groups ranging from 2-6.  Most importantly, when needed, they 

can solve problems completely by themselves. 

 

TOTAL DISCOVERY COACHING 

MiSA wants to create a learning environment where we can change the behavior of players and coaches by 

introducing Total Discovery coaching principles and methodologies.  Total Discovery utilizes principles of 

Guided Discovery within its framework, but those are a subset of the total methods used to instruct.  The use of 

Total Discovery principles by our coaches will have a positive influence on building awareness, responsibility and 

self-esteem for young players.  MiSA utilizes a Player-Centric learning model.  All of our activities operate under 

the belief that if you guide the players in this environment, then they will simultaneously develop their own 

abilities to think and problem-solve on the field.  This “insight” into the game will help us produce more 

comprehensive players, technically proficient and with the continuing ability to contribute to the game at 

whatever level they choose to engage. 

 

MISA PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING 

 Training must be FUN and CHALLENGING 

 The focus will be on ball mastery and attacking skills (early) 

 The players will be encouraged to take part in their own learning 

 The players will be educated primarily in 1v1 through 4v4 game models 

 Players are encouraged to ask questions 

 Coaches will map or connect game-skills to life-skills 

 Coaches understand learning is not linear, so have learned to be patient with individual development 
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MISA PRINCIPLES OF TOTAL DISCOVERY 

Total Discovery is a method of teaching where coaches guide players through various stages of learning in a way 

that helps orient them towards solutions in a general sense and allowing them to discover the specific solutions 

through more traditional Guided Discovery methods.  Much like teachers at a school, Coaches need to be versed 

in both instruction-giving and explanation, but are asked to know when the instruction ends and the questions 

begin. Coaches ask meaningful questions to the players in order for them to think about the various problems 

they may face during the game. 

The learning environment established by the coaches allows players and coaches to think for themselves by 

facilitating player solutions rather than the coach providing solutions to the players by yelling them onto the 

field.  Often-times, the coaches will educate directly on items primarily related to vision and information 

gathering.  From there, players will be encouraged to find their own solutions as they metabolize the lessons and 

as guided to these solutions by a knowledgeable and engaged coach. 

Goals of an Effective Question: 

 Allows the player to actively reflect upon a situation and apply a possible solution.  To learn more about 

the ORCA decision-making matrix, click here. 

 Empowers the player to discover the solutions to various soccer problems, increasing ownership of the 

idea. 

 Develops patience in both the coach and the player which is required for the discovery process to have an 

effect on their behavior. 

 When a player engages in their own discovery, concepts are typically reviewed 3x faster than by dictation 

thus resulting in more myelin activation and subsequently higher proficiency, even when a wrong 

solution is attempted. 

 

WHY ARE QUESTIONS IMPORTANT TO THE PROCESS? 

Our goal is to help our coaches improve in the art of both instructing and asking questions.  Finding the right 

balance is an art in and of itself that typically takes coaches years to perfect as the ratio of ingredients varies child 

to child and year to year.  Learning to ask questions is typically harder than instructing and requires a level of 

focus and discipline from the coach, so we will talk more about that side of the process.  

Coaches should ask questions that encourage players to develop problem-solving within the context of the 

environment and in the game. The use of simple and complex questions will be necessary during training 

sessions depending on the team’s familiarity with the problem being discussed.  The goal of each question is the 

solicitation of a single correct response that is discovered by the player.  The effect leads the player to discover 

the sought tactical concept, principle of play or technical idea.  During training sessions and matches, successful 

coaches will guide the players, through effective and age appropriate questions to solutions that they feel they 

have “discovered” on their own. 

Setting the Classroom 

This is the instructional part of the lesson.  An educated coach will keep it limited to details of a hard skill or 

primarily the visual orientation of players for tactical concepts.  This part usually starts off the same way as a 

teacher introducing a new concept.  The information flow is more one-directional initially, with the goal to 
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orient the students to all information necessary to solve the next set of problems.  From there, the coach will 

typically progress through the concept via a question-laden journey. 

Examples of Questions 

Simple Questions 

Simple questions are usually in relation to finite (or hard) skills, foundational principles of play or core tactical 

concepts of which variations may be implemented later.  Often times, these do not involve “decisions” and are 

more related to execution of decisions by players 

 How do you make a short pass to a team mate? 

 How do you take a shot? 

 What part of the foot, should you typically escape 1v1 moves with? 

 

Complex Questions 

Complex questions are usually in relation to the analysis an application of principles of play or tactical concepts 

(typically called “soft skills”).  By asking the questions, a coach can gain insight into not only the solution, but the 

reasoning of the solution, which is just as important since one of the goals of Total Football is the development 

of an athlete capable of autonomous thinking.   

 Why? (as a follow up to a most simple or complex questions) 

 Where do you think this pass should go? 

 Why do we defend as a team when we lose possession of the ball? 

 In a 4v4 game, what’s the best way to keep possession of the ball? 

 In this situation, what is the goal of your opponent? 

 If that is their goal, what is yours?  How can that be achieved? 

MiSA Coaches will understand that instruction helps to set the classroom.  Once set, the lessons should primarily 

be completed by way of asking questions, both simple and complex.  Remember to keep questions age 

appropriate and the more specific the answer, the better the process.  How and Why questions are very useful to 

a coach attempting to develop Total Footballers as it establishes a decision-making platform for the child.  This 

platform enables the child to put a framework to their decision-making that simultaneously speeds up their 

decision-making process (effective for a competitive environment) while empowering the player to make their 

own decisions in the game. 

 

THE GOAL OF MISA TOTAL FOOTBALL? 

Our goal is to develop more technically proficient and tactically intelligent soccer players at all levels.  At entry 

levels it will help the players better contribute to the game and enjoy the sport longer.  At mid-levels it will help 

players remain competitive through the years and continue to play a more artistic version of the game than what 

we see today.  At the highest levels of play, we will begin to inspire others that artistry can actually be unleashed 

through discipline and that this game is truly the universal game because there is a way to compensate for every 

advantage with the speed of accurate thought and skill. 
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Players consistently coached with this method will be more adaptable to the demands of the modern game.  This 

coaching methodology is also likely to produce more technical and creative players.  The best players in the 

world put thought, energy and insight into developing their game and are constantly probing and questioning 

their respective coaches.  Total Discovery simply means that the coach sets the classroom, and then asks 

questions, clarifies options or choices for the player and guides the players to specific answers to those questions.  

It is important for coaches to allow players to reflect and think about questions on their own while encouraging 

them to search for, and eventually find, the answers.  The process is just as important as the solution itself.  If 

players are having difficulty with a question, a coach can redirect or rephrase a question so they can think 

carefully about what is being asked.  Encouraging young players in the process of “finding” answers will improve 

their sense of worth, self-belief, confidence through improved problem-solving on the field.  The more active a 

player is in the learning process, the more they are participating in a learning tool called “Deep Practice”. 

 

WHY IS DEEP PRACTICE IMPORTANT? 

Deep Practice means the player is involved in what he or she is doing during training and matches.  Players are 

directed by means of questions, tasks, training games and so on to discover the new information or solution.  

Trial and error are critical to this process because of the mental repetitions of concepts through reflection.  Quite 

simply, players do not remember very well something they are told.  The table below is part of educated training 

bibles across the globe today through a variety of different learning tasks and warrants an awareness by all 

coaches who want to be successful shepherds.  This research was originally conducted by IBM, but has been 

repeated in the postal service, US military, multiple universities, medical and musical schools as well as in global 

schools of sport.  Originally, a group of workers were divided randomly into 3 sub-groups, each of which were 

taught a simple task, but with 3 different approaches.  The results speak for themselves.  One thing shown that 

has practical ramifications for the soccer coach is how dramatically recall declines when workers are only told 

answers. 

Recall After… Told Only Told & Shown 
Told, Shown & 

Experienced 

 
3 weeks 

 
70% 72% 85% 

 
3 months 

 
10% 32% 65% 
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This has provided some research to the age-old adage that: 

Seeing once is better than Hearing 1,000 times  

But… 

Doing once is better than Seeing 1,000 times 

 

SO HOW CAN THIS HELP ME PLAN PRACTICES? 

We divide all possible activities into three categories.  Those are: 

 Laboratory Exercises LE (Unopposed) 

 Tactic-Simulated Exercises TSE (Opposed with Limited Context) 

 Match-Simulated Exercises MSE (Opposed with Expanded Context) 

 

Laboratory Exercises LE 

These exercises are typically unopposed and are great for repetitions and corrections.  Practices should be 

organized to maximize movement and repetitions.  Avoid lines to the greatest extent possible. High levels of 

feedback should be given.  Mental Sequencing is most important here as these lessons have the lowest context of 

pressure and paradox of choice.  Sequencing, while learning, is the first area to collapse as pressure is introduced 

so constant visiting of this is important to understanding the player’s subsequent responses under incremental 

pressure. These are great structures for gathering repetitions on hard skills.  The drawback is that as pressure and 

context are added, these will have little translation to the game unless reinforced through TSE and MSE 

exercises. On MiSA’s Pressure Context Scale, most of these exercises are 1-3 of 10. 

Tactic-Simulated Exercises TSE 

These exercises begin to introduce opposition and its effects on both decision-making but also vision, focus and 

the paradox of choice. Opposition could be introduced in any version of scaling from restricted to unrestricted.  

These exercises are great to test execution of hard-skills or concepts under scaled pressure and to identify which 

areas are effected most in mental recall.  Coaches should focus on mutations to sequencing established in LE so 

appropriate coaching and planning adjustments can be made throughout the season.  These are great exercises 

for refining the application of hard-skills and concepts as well as establishing basic problem-solving structures 

and methods for players to analyze, communicate and resolve problems that players will encounter in live 

matches. TSE’s are a critical link between LE’s and MSE’s.  These exercises should have a higher translation to the 

game than LE’s but will require the coach to still emphasize the context an application to the game.  On MiSA’s 

Pressure Context Scale, most of these exercises are 3-5 of 10. 
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Match-Simulated Exercises MSE 

These exercises begin to map concepts and skills learned and repeated into a match or match-related context.  

Visual and mental confusion are increased, focus is decreased and prioritization in problem-solving is 

introduced. Skills and concepts performed here will have the highest translation into the actual game.  Like 

TSE’s, they can be used to monitor mutations to sequencing already demonstrated in LE’s and TSE’s for 

appropriate diagnosis by the coach.  Solving micro-challenges in the framework of larger tactical plans becomes a 

common topic and can best be used to develop a prioritization matrix for the players.  Coaches should look to 

the mutations of sequencing to determine is it a visual breakdown (information gathering), an execution 

breakdown of a hard skill or concept (typically indicating an increased need for LE) or is it a soft-skill decision 

making breakdown somewhere in the ORCA process (typically indicating an increased need for TSE)?  On 

MiSA’s Pressure Context Scale, most of these exercises are 4-6 of 10.   

MiSA’s Pressure Context Learning Scale 

 

 

 

Laboratory Exercises      Standard Match Pressure 

   Tactical and Match Simulated Exercises    High Match Pressure 

So how can players get repetitions on the 7-10 portion of the Pressure Context Scale?  Typically, this can only be 

achieved in matches.  The coaches who grasp this concept the best will then begin to see matches as simply 

another practice for aspects of their development.  Winning is great, and the goal of development is to be able to 

put a more formidable product on the field, but the realization that these cars are only a fraction of the way 

through the assembly line will help the coach (and possibly parents) stay rooted in the development process.  For 

this, we encourage coaches to develop metrics that indicate success beyond wins and losses.  Remember, 

regardless of the level of participation, kids will have the most fun if they feel they are contributing.  Much like 

basketball keeps stats on rebounds, free-throws and steals, or football keeps track of first-downs, passes 

completed, interceptions and yards ran, soccer should have metrics by which a kid can measure their 

contribution regardless of the result of the game.  Coaches, as your time increases, you will witness many games 

won for poor reasons and many well-played games go the “wrong way”.  Avoid these up and down emotional 

roller-coasters by establishing metrics that prevail regardless of result. 

 

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

LE 
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THE COACH AS THE INSTRUCTOR? 

The role of the coach at these early stages is to be a patient and motivating instructor.  Coaches should be able to 

develop a baseline competency and understanding of technique and foundational tactical elements.  Above all 

else, the successful coach will develop a love and passion for the game, the so-called “engine” for all subsequent 

development and for establishing a motivating and effective classroom.  Focus not only on the physical skills of 

the game, but begin to develop the analytical ones by asking questions, asking questions, asking questions and 

begin to develop your own balance of instructing and questioning in the Total Discovery process. 

 

MISA PRINCIPLES OF PLAY 

BASIC ATTACKING BASIC DEFENDING 
Squaring Up to the  
1st Defender 

Pressuring the Ball. Not allowing 
the Attacker to Square Up 

Identifying  
Non-Squared Up Scenarios 

Presentation to the Ball 

Using Squared Up to  
Determine Dribble vs Pass 

Denying Squared Up 

Possession as the Platform  
for Development 

Recover the Ball Quickly 

Ball Mastery 
 

1st Decision 

1v1 Execution  
Confidence 

1v1 Defending Execution 
Confidence 

Exposure to  
MiSA Moves 1-5 

Interceptions and  
Separations 

Expanding to Attack  
Sequencing 

Contracting to Defend 
Sequencing 

Attack the  
Center of the field 

Shepherding to  
the Sidelines 

Lateral Movement of the Ball to 
Create Penetration 

Confining to Predictable  
Vertical Movement Only 
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DRIBBLING (LE) 

 

 Dribble with your head up 

 

 On coach’s signal, change direction 

 

 Outside the foot-turns with a change of pace 

 

 Sole of foot roll 90 degrees and change of pace 

 

 Zico with change of pace 

 

 Prior to turning, check the space behind you 

 

 Avoid contact dribbling though the middle-stay close enough to the ball 

to make timely corrections 

 

 Gradually increase the speed of play by giving the kids feedback on 

current speed (ie you are dribbling at 5 of 10.  Increase to 7 of 10) 
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FAST FOOTWORK (LE) 

 

 Toe taps with a ¼ turn on command 

 

 Foundations with a ¼ turn on command 

 

 Inside-Outside R or L foot with a ¼ turn on command 

 

 Foundation-Foundation Roll  

 

 Roll-Outside-Inside 

 

 On command, change soccer balls 
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PASSING IN TRIANGLES (LE) 

 

 Pass the ball back and forth with two quick touches-do not let the ball 

stop rolling 

 

 Accurate passes to targeted feet (coach calls out R or L) 

 

 Emphasize See the Ball, See the Target, See the Ball 

 

 Keep the Ball under control (within 1 step) 

 

 Lock ankles and place plant foot next to ball, pointed at target 

 

 Progress to a pass from the dribble (partner must stay in visual range, 

dribbler must not turn away from partner. 

o Emphasize different ways of moving while keeping eyes oriented to 

the target: rolling, outside the foot, inside the foot, side-shuffling. 
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COVER THE GRID 

 

 2 Teams pass a single ball around the grid (trying to cover every inch of 

the space 

 

 Give the players visual cues of avoiding the Shadow Zones and finding  

the Gates 

 

 Challenge the Off-Ball Players to constantly find the new Gates as the 

Fenceposts move 

 

 Challenge the On-Ball Players to use footwork, then moves to avoid or 

beat the nearest “opponent” and then Find the Gate, Find the Target, 

Pass 

 

 Stop play occaisionally to demonstrate areas of the field left unfilled, or 

concentrated passing options. 
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DRIBBLE AND PASS BY NUMBERS (LE) 

 

 2 Teams number themselves 1-5 (or 6) 

 

 Players pass in sequence 

 

 Players must keep track of the orientation of the player before them and 

the direction of the player after them. 

 

 Identify Gates in the Visual Ranges for quick movement of the Ball 

 

 Players must dribble past (1v1 move) one opponent before passing 

 

 Work on field position and body position of Off-Ball players: Goal is to 

see both where the ball is coming from, and where it’s going without 

turning. 

 

 Emphasize communication and timing: Goal is to have decisions made 

before ball hits their foot 
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CIRCLE DRIBBLE AND PASS (LE) 

 

 Players stand outside the circle.  Place a cone 1 yd in the circle to dribble 

past 

 

 Players do a move, then find a target, pass and follow to that space 

 

 New player received the ball, squared up to their cone, dribble and 

repeat 

 

 Receiving players should “pop out” of the shadows of the cones 

 

 Add a second soccer ball (do not let them hit each other) 

 

 All passes on the ground and to a specific foot 

 

 Challenge them with speed of play scaling 
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CIRCLE BALLS IN THE AIR (LE) 

 

 Same as before but players lob a soccer ball in the air, which the 

receiving player must control, orient to the cone and beat it with a move 

 

 After lobbing, follow your pass 

 

 Alter receiving surfaces (foot, thigh, chest) 

 

 Emphasize getting behind the ball and taking energy out of the ball, not 

popping it higher initially, then quick feet to switch into dribbling mode 

 

 Contact surfaces should be the softer, meatier parts vs boney parts 

 

 Emphasize body position so that ball is at least already redirected 

towards the cone they are to attack 
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CIRCLE SPIN TURNS (LE) 

 

 Players in the middle are working on preparation touches and players on 

the outside are working on passes hitting specific targets 

 

 Receiving targets vary from feet, to bouncing thighs 

 

 Receiving players should check the space behind them first to know to 

turn L or turn R 

 

 Dribble towards the middle and pass the ball to an outside player on the 

other side of the circle 

 

 Find a new player to serve the ball 

 

 Inside and Outside players can speed the drill up by communicating 

that they are ready to serve or receive a ball (put names on the 

instructions) 
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COMBINATION SHOOTING (LE) 

 

 Place the white cone (representing the defender) inside the triangle of 

passes 

 

 First player dribbles at the cone 

 

 Support player finds the “shoulder” (90 degrees from the dribbler) 

 

 1st pass: outside the nearest foot 

 

 2nd pass: inside the closest foot to goal 

 

 Passes should be made to feet, not space (2nd pass is like a QB leading a 

receiver but as minimally as possible) 

 

 Emphasize quick shots, low and into the corners 

 

 Play from both sides; Move on to Overlaps and Take-Overs 
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COPS AND ROBBERS (TSE) 

 

 Robbers try to recover the soccer ball (not clear them out) 

 

 Emphasize the Separation technique as the primary weapon of the 

defender 

 

 When they take possession of a ball, pass to the coach and go defend 

another 

 

 Coach returns the lost ball to the dispossessed attacker 

 

 Make it a game.  1 pt for stealing the ball.  1 pt for successfully passing it 

to the coach 

 

 Encourage dribblers to square up and beat the defender or protect the 

ball if squaring up is not possible 

 

 Attackers should not make themselves stationary targets 

 

 Defenders may choose to double-team 
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1V1 KINGS SQUARE (TSE) 

 

 2 Players set up in a rectangle field measuring 6-8 by 10-14 

 Both start on their respective end-lines 

 All play and restarts begin from this position with a pass to their 

opponent 

 They now play 1v1 and scoring can only be accomplished by DRIBBLING 

across the opponents end-line 

 If a ball is poked or deflected out of bounds, the player who touched it 

last restarts in the manner mentioned above 

 Games should be 30 sec to 1 min in length 

 Emphasize remaining squared up.  When not squared up, re-establish 

squared up by dribbling backwards, using feints, pull-backs etc before 

attacking again 

 After each match, players should rotate towards the King’s Square if 

victorious and towards the Pauper’s Square if defeated 

 Give bonus points for specific moves leading to goals to force attempts 
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1V1 TO GOAL (TSE) 

 

 Players play 1v1 (you can set up a 2nd goal for defenders to attack if 

successful) 

 

 Play for 30 seconds and the ball can go anywhere, but players can only 

score from in front of goal 

 

 2 groups go at once 

 

 Set up enough fields so that lines are never more than 3 deep maximum 

 

 Attackers try to square up and beat their opponent 

 

 Defenders try to not allow the attacker to square up, then be patient 

 

 Attackers should “Close the Door” once they beat their opponent 

 

 Progress to 2v2 
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3V3 TO 3 GOALS (TSE) 

 

 Multi-goal game with each team defending 3 goals 

 

 Version 1: each attacking player has a ball and can attack any goal 

 

 Version 2: 1 ball for the attacking team and can attack any goal 

 

 Encourage width and stepping outside the vision of the defenders in 

attack 

 

 Encourage compressing as a defense to make them always go around 

 

 Encourage 1v1s and 2v1s as defenders can be isolated 

 

 Extra balls are set by the goals for rapid transitions 

 

 Timed games or games to a certain score 
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EMERGENCY ROOM (TSE) 

 

 Players dribble around the grid and try to hit opponents with their ball 

below the knees 

 

 If you get hit, hold the ball over your head and wait for a doctor to 

release you by megging you 

 

 If both doctors get hit, play until the last player is standing as no one 

can be released at that point 

 

 Change the doctors frequently 

 

 Encourage mobility, feints, moves and accurate passes to hit targets 
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SOCCER COMBAT (TSE) 

 

 Players play 1v1 soccer combat and get the ball back to the coach 

 

 Players have 2 ways to get the ball back by dribbling (2pts) or passing 

(1pt) 

 

 Change matchups to experiment with different players 

 

 Coach should move so that players have to keep track of him/her 

 

 Attackers try to recover the ball before the defender can get it to the 

coach 

 

 Coach always returns the ball to the attacker 

 

 Timed games-defenders try to score maximum points 
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5V2 POSSESSION (TSE) 

 

 Play 5v2 possession 

 

 Keep passes simple and quick (but encourage 2 or 3 touches) 

 

 Do not let the ball stop rolling 

 

 Concentrate on orientation to the center and 1st touch to maintain that 

 

 Pass and move every time 

 

 Emphasize 1st support is at the shoulder (90 deg) of the 1st defender 

 

 Maintain maximum width and depth 

 

 Know your most likely solution before the ball contacts your foot 

 

 Progress to 5v3 or 6v3 
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5V2 TRANSITION GAME (TSE) 

 

 Play 5v2 possession in each area 

 

 Keep passes simple and quick with multiple touches (2 or more) 

 

 Play through the middle whenever possible 

 

 Orient towards the center 

 

 Use combination plays to get out of tight spaces 

 

 Transition quickly 

 

 Establish the Diamond +1 

 

 Find the shoulders of the 1st defender 
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3V3+3 (TSE)  

 

 Start with red & blue vs white 

 

 Play 2 teams against 1 

 

 The team that loses the ball transitions to defense 

 

 2 offensive teams should re-establish their attacking shape quickly  

before pressure comes from the new defender 

 

 Concentrate on maintaining your orientation towards the center  

 

 Keep the ball rolling 

 

 Establish maximum width and depth 

 

 Find the 1st Defenders shoulders always 

 

 Play behind the defensive unit when possible  
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3V2+1 (TSE)  

 

  

 15-18 yds wide by 20-30 yds long.  3-5 yd goals 

 

 3 Attackers when in possession of the ball 

 

 2 Defenders and 1 Goalkeeper when out of possession 

 

 Goalkeeper can use hands but cannot leave the line 

 

 If the GK makes contact with the ball off-the-line: results in auto 

GOAL 

 

 Once the Defensive Team recovers the ball, they switch immediately 

to 3 Attackers by the GK entering as a field player.  Conversely, the 

former Offensive Team now transitions to Defense and 1 player must 

go in goal 

 

 Emphasize Maximum width and depth, Squaring Up on the 1st 

Defender, Support Players finding the Shoulder (90 deg) 

 

 Great competitive environment to work on player positioning and 

orientation as well as the dribble-pass decision matrix 
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4V4 (+JOKER IF NEEDED) (MSE) 

 

 Play 4v4 or add a neutral player playing with the team in possession 

 

 Let players experiment with various shapes, guiding them to the 

diamond+1 

 

 Give points for every time the ball can move centrally through the 

neutral player and back out again 

 

 The team in possession of the ball should have a different shape (wide 

and deep) vs the defending team (short and compact) 

 

 Encourage the players to short out their own shape 

 

 Question them about the shape’s contribution towards everyone facing 

the center 

 

 Emphasize finding the shoulder of the 1st defender at all times 
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SCRIMMAGE WITH KEEPERS (MSE) 

 

 Always important to finish with a regulation with a game if possible 

 

 Recommendation is 5v5 or larger with keepers when possible 

 

 Work with players on deciphering 1v1 situations 

 

 Encourage them to attack when criteria are met 

 

 Move the ball in a zig-zag fashion, always attacking the center 

 

 On offense: establish maximum width and depth 

 

 On defense: compact with no gaps in between 

 

 Look for 1v1s and 2v1s 

 

 Allow players to experiment, but stop them to emphasize the coaching 

point of the day in the “big game” 
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SUMMARY 

MiSA advises clubs to develop an appropriate playing and training environment which allows solutions to 

various soccer problems that originate with the players themselves.  For each lesson, establish the classroom with 

particular attention paid to visual information gathering, and then use questions to help the players discover 

solutions for themselves.  This process is known as Total Discovery.  Remember that in the gateway stages of 

recreational soccer, training will look more like games on smaller scales.  Fun is the priority.  If you can promote 

competence and confidence on the ball as an individual while doing this, you have really done your job as the 

recreational coach.  Your impact on players at these ages of development cannot be over-emphasized as you are 

critical for establishing the engine for growth.  You will have a huge impact, not only on their soccer abilities but 

in their social, physical and mental development as well.  Run challenging sessions that force children to engage 

controlled failure and then teach them how to manage it through questions.  Done properly, you will develop 

confident and courageous players capable of growing because of their developed passion and embracement of 

failure as a natural part of the growing process-something that goes well beyond the lines of the soccer field. 

 

END NOTES 

 Training sessions should involve fun and imaginative game like activities as well as technical and tactical 

repetitive exercises, both with and without opposition. 

 

 Coaching technical skills is very important at this age.  More important than the tactical implementations 

of those skills. 

 

 Training sessions should include a technical hard skill with a contextual implementation of that skill. An 

example of this could be a particular 1v1 move and then using that move to beat an opponent and execute 

a zig-zag lateral move across the field. 

 

 Small-Sided Games such as 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, and distorted Small-Sided Games like 3v2, 4v3 and 4v2 should 

include detailed descriptions on positioning and visual field goals of the players. 

 

 Training should virtually always conclude with an even matched scrimmage (make sure to control the 

distribution of players to keep the game competitive versus stacking a 1st team against a 2nd team). 

 

 Encourage Risk-Taking regardless of outcome.  Provide detailed and practical versus conceptual feedback 

for failed attempts. 


